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(D) making the Rhythm;
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(cl making tho Music.
So as to m,ake the sounds of Engligh you
have to get the idea of using your tongue, lips,
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teeth-all the talking apparatus-in nbw
ways. The Rhythm of English is, in a great
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measure, mixed

If you are going to make yourself clear in
Basic English, then you will have to say your
words as far as possible in the way in which they
are generally said by those to whom English is a

;

overy

from the Basic records : that is much the

The learning of the sounds of a new language

sound, before you are able to get it fixed in your
memory. So put on your record over and over
again, and let the learning of a Basic word and

is generally hard because we have to get used to
hundreds of new tricks. When you were a baby
you probably had all the tricks ; you made all
iorts- of noises, and you would have been able
to make the sounds of any language naturally
if you had been taken in time. But when you
made a start with baby language, no words, no
noises, came to your ears, other than those of
your father and mother ; and,all your time lvas
liven to getting expert with them, so that after
two or thiee years you were able to do those and

the learning of its Rhythm go together overy
time. Take note that words like
addition, agreement, adjustment

have the same rhythm, and that this rhythm is

different from that of

&rgutnent, goaernment, instrument.

Learning a new Rhythm trick is very hard,
but it is very much more important to have the
right Rhythm than it might seem on first
thoughts. The best way to make it hard for the

no others.

Now you ha,ve to make a start all over again,
because if you make use of the tricks of yclur
natural language, when you sery English words,

Fngtish to get the sense of what you say is to say
on a strange Rhythm.
The Music (the Ups and Downs of the voice
in the scale of sound) of English is mixed up with
the Rhythm and the Rules of Language. Every

it

then it will-not be surprising if the English are
unable to get the sense of rvhat you say. The
Japanese way of talking, for example, is of no
hulp in English, any more than the English way
of talking is of help in Japanese, because every
language has its special tricks ; and if you are

language has its special way of using the notes,
and if you take the trouble to get this new trick,
you will be able to say much more in Englistr
thau you would without it. An Englishman is
freguently able to do by a change in the level of
his voice something that you would not be able
to do in your language without using new

unable-to do them, you are unable to make use

of a language in a right and natural way.

words,

I'l

I

or changing their order. Put on your
this trick, bcceuse it is

Bagic records, ahd get

rl
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Sounds

best way. It is not possible to give an idea
of Rhythm on paper anything like so well as by
talking about it, and it has to be experienced as

natural language.
"'ll

up with the

a Rhythm-a sort of rum-tum-tum
about it; and English Rhythm is one of the
strangest in all the range of languages. Get it
lranguage has
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quite important. If you say your words in the
way the Germans do, the English may get the
idea that you are being'angry when you are not ;
and if you say them in the French way, your
friends may be surprised that you have such
very strong feelings. You give a wrong idea
every time you do not get the right notes in the
right places. More trouble is caused between
nations by errors in voice level than is generally
noted, so it is wise to take some care to get this
right.

Let us take the sounds first. Whatever
your language is, you are able to make a number
of different sounds. Some of these sounds will
do for English, while others \rill not. Writing
about sounds is not possible without using
letters ; which is sad, because liitters are not
sounds ; but we have to do our best. You vdll
not get sounds into your head by reading about
them ; do it by putting on the records, and

by giving attention to your teacher-if he
has' a good knowledge of the English soundsystem.
You have in your language two sortg of
sounds, open (' vowels ') and stopped (' consonants '). ft would not be possible to say a word

like ba in any language without making use of a
stopped sound for the start and an open sound
to come after. You may have to get some new
stopped sounds for Basic ; and it is certain that
you witl have to get some new open ones.
Let us make a start with open sounds ; a"rnd
with a little attention to your record you will
get all these new sounds right. You will not say
English words well with French, or Polish, or
Chinese, or Tamil, or Swahili sounds.

You will come across all but one of the
simple open sounds of English, and all but one
of the complex sounds, in the first 100 of the
Basic Word-list. The simple one which is not
there comes in the word her (which is formed
trom hel, The other sound eomes in the very

common word boy.
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Here are the simple ' open' sounde-all

numbered:

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

l. heep, seern, be.
2, giae, will, any.
3, get, let, send.
4, hante, at, a,s.
5. after, for.
6. from, off, what, becantsc,
7. all, or.
8. fut.
9. do, who, yoit,
No. 10. come, arnong, such.
No. ll. her, birth, bu,rn.
No. 12. about, a,cross, after.

l'he coniplex ' open ' sounds, t,hat is, two
or more such sounds coming together, aro
numbered in the same way.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

l.
2,
8,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

mahe, tahe, sny.

go, ouer, though.
by, I , why,
d,own, out, haw.

oil, boy.

here, neorr.
where,

thcre.

poor (list 8).

There are two words

sounds are united

q

in which three open

:

No. 9. fire.
No. 10. power.
Now the stopped sounds. Almost all the
English stopped sounds are on the record of the
open sounds. Most of them are not hard, but
you will have to take care. Put on the record,
and get as much help from it as you are able, but
keep in mind that phonograph records do not
generally give you quite so much help in teaching
the stopped sounds as they do with open sounds.
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Ffere are some small suggestions.

p. t. k.

sh.

Not hard-=dfier the frst attempts.
The Germfln sounds are more likeihe
English ones than the French or
Italian sounds. Give attention to

h. The great troubte of everyone t See
that it is only tised in the right place
the French !
vy. -specially
Keep your eye or it when it is the fir.st
letter of a worcl, and. take care not to

the little blow of air which comes after
theburstof breath. Whenyou make
an English ' t' it is not rigbt for
youi tongue to be touching your

say aide for w'ide.

y. Not hard ; but

teeth.

b. d. E.

y_our ears

open.

take care.

J. Hard for some of you. fndians take
care ; and Chinese.
.rrl. tt. nE. Not hard for anyone.
l. Chinese and Japanese learners may
, at first get it mixed vrith ' r '
r. The English sound is hard ; but do
your- best*and it is frequently not
put in. It is sounded in rignft a.nd
a)rotlg, and in very i but not in/orwu,rd.
or suga,r, or water. In fact, it is
ch. and

.

sounded only when
open sound.

it

comes before an

Hard for almost all but the Grebks,
Spaniards, Burmese and Arabs"
There are two in English, one in the

and the other in thing,

f, v, g. z.

frequently go

French,

Dutch, Germans and Italians wilt be
wise to put their tongues between
their teeth i other sounds win not
do the work of the ' th '.
Japanese.

and fndians may

have

trouble with' f ' and' v'. Germans
will have to keep an eye on ' z',
which is the sound so frequently used
in making 'plurals ' of iouns.- The
last sound of aurves is ' z' nat ' s ',
and the same i.s true of words like

jellia*
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R[IYTHM
You will have to give great care to the

Spaniards

and Greeks, Germans and Dutch-

th.

Swecles

\ryrong.

Not hard, but some of you will have

to keep

Attention is needecl for ttris ; and for
the middle spund in plcaswrc,

learning of Rhythm ; and to take note of the part
of the word on which the weight*that is the
chief sound in the rhythm**is put. There are no
rules that give much help ; English rhythm ig
quite different from French, Hindustani, Japancs€, ftafian, or Chinese rhythms. Take special
note

(t)

wllere the chir:f sound cornes in words with
two or more parts,
(2) which words ih a group of words are grven
the chief sourrd.
We have said enough about the first pointget a clear idea of the rhythm of every word in
the Basic List. Keep in mind that Rhythm and

Weight have much in common. The

second

point is not less important. Some linglish words
like o, the, at, for, to, are frequently not weighted
and this gives a different effect to their open

sound.
Generally, every important word in a statement is weiglited. You rrill have to keep an eye
on this, because you may not do the same thing

iu your language. The English generally put

the weight on ' demonstratives ' and ' adjectives '
of number ; ftahans do not, and the French and
the Germans do not. In learning a word-group,
get its rhythm and be certain you put the weight
or chief sound where the English do.
The use of the ' notes ' in the music of a,
language is mixed up with its structure to a
great degfce ; we are $o used to the way wo makc
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use of the voice in our natural language that we
are not generally conscious of it, and we even say

there is no such thing. But it is quickly qade
clear to us that something is wrong when the
words of a person straRge to our language comc.
to our ears, because generally he takes no trouble
about the way in which our voices go up and
down the scale. This is not surprising, because
it has been hard to get any training in this special
branch of the language question. Only a very
small number of those who make use of English
would be able to give him the right sort of
teaching, because we ourselves had little knowledge of it till a short time back. But it as there,
and it is very important, so do your best to get
it right. Put on the record, and get the sound of
everything which is said. After a short time you

will

see

THE BASIC WORD WHEET
The Word Wheet is an apparatus for puttiqg

in the right order aiitomatically. It -is
named the ' Panopticon ' because all the
words

necessary units are seen together.
In its simplest formr it is made of cardboard
and is the same size as a small phonograph

record.

There are seven wheels or circles one on

top of the other, ancl on the edges of these circles
words are printed, so that when these circles are
turned in the right way, the words rnake sense
on a line left to right from ttre middle of the
circle.

First get these rvords fixed in that position:

*) wrrr, crvn srlrpr-E

nur-n(s) To BoY sLowLY.
Then you have everything as in the picture-

that it becomes less hard, but at first

-''-igrt- gAsIC

the new way of making sounds is certain to be a
cause of trouble. But all the words are on
three phonograph records, so the trouble is ten
times less than with any other language designed
for international purposes.
One last word on the Sounds of Basic

English. If it is going to be the

Rt*rtrca
?x"m
Nc l2J.5il

common

another.

the norrnal sounds of our
language-the same for us all. Though we may
agreement about

*rtura

FnwoPr!€oil

'.r{

language of millions from all couutries, it wilt
have to be used in such a way that
(a'l the sense of what you say will be clear to
all whose natural language is English ;
(D) any two talkers from countries widely
separate on the map will be clear to one

This is to say that there will have to be

WORD

AAL

/

{r{
\-[:r

*l'"'
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not all be able to get to the same level, we are,
at any rate, all able to make the attempt, and so
be certain that we are working in the same direction. The sounds which are given on the Basic
English records will give you an idea of the lines
on which agreement is to be desired. They are
about the same as those fixed bythe authorities of
tlne B riti s h B r o adc a stin g C orp or ati on, and they will
be clear wherever the English language is userl.
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!-*--*'-''1 Price 16 (5o cents) from The Orthologicel Institutc,
ror King's Parade, Cambridge, England.
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